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Getting involved 
Within AUC there are 7 Ministry 

Teams which are responsible for 

different areas of Church Life. If you 

would like to know more or get 

involved with one of these please   e

-mail the contact person 

 

Children & Young People 

Kirsty Murray 

kirsty.murray@ed.ac.uk 

 

Membership 

Alex Peden 

a.peden@ed.ac.uk 

 

Our Tribe (LGBTI Ministry) 

Nicola Robinson 

nicola.a.robinson1@gmail.com 

 

Peace & Justice 

(Commitment for Life) 

Harriet Davidson 

harrietdavidson@hotmail.com  

 

Pastoral & Mental Health 

Doris Caldwell 

hhfcaldwell@gmail.com 

 

Worship & Christian 

Education 

Rev Fiona Bennett 

minister.auc@gmail.com 

 

Centre, Property & Finance 

Tom Murray 

murray.tom@blueyonder.co.uk 

 

If you would like to get involved 

volunteering within AUC or the local 

community: 

 

AUC Volunteering 

Anne and Nicola Robinson 

rota.auc@gmail.com 

 

Local Community 

Volunteering 

Della Morris 

dellagreenlanes@gmail.com 

it is grown gradually, but in doing so its roots are deep and 

permanent. The season of Lent invites us to discern how we 

can follow Jesus’ way today and grow wholeness of life for all, in 

the slow and small steps of each day, making up the journey 

towards God’s Kingdom on earth. 

< 1 

Next Edition: Seeds April-May 

A s some readers may be aware your Editor has important 

family business to attend to at the end of April. To 

accommodate this, and the ensuing holiday, the next edition of 

Seeds will cover April and May.  

The deadline for articles will be Friday 24th March, with Seeds 

hitting press at some point between Monday 27th March and 

Sunday 1st April.  

If you’ve any concerns about getting an important event or 

article in on time, please just let me know and I’m sure we can 

work something out.  

 

Thanks for your understanding! 

Samuel Cyuma 
 

O lder members of the church may remember Sam from 

Rwanda. He attended Augustine whilst doing post-

graduate studies at New College. He later returned to Rwanda 

but was forced to flee to Kenya with his wife and family during 

the unrest there. We helped to support them with the profits 

from the stall we ran at the time. 

 

A few weeks ago I received a call from him. He was visiting an 

old Rwandan friend in Fife. He came to lunch with his wife. He is 

now a Minister at Wickford in Essex and sends his greetings to 

those who remember him. 

 
Della Morris 
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Onward Journeys 

Lovely AUC-ers, 

T he time to write this note to you has been on the horizon for over a 

year now, yet I have resisted beginning the farewells knowing how 

challenging they will be. However, the time has now come! The evening 

of March 8th will see my flight land in Baltimore Washington International 

Airport and the next step on the journey of life then begins. 

Journeying through this year, being apart from Becca as she began her ministry with the PC(USA), 

and going through the visa process, has been difficult in many ways. However, it has also 

consisted of moments that have made me stop and think ‘I am thankful’. As I work through this 

transition period, I become more and more aware of what is important in life. There is nothing like 

a big change to make you realise how blessed you are by those around you and by the 

experiences of just living life each day. The folks at AUC have been a big part of this journey and I 

continue to be amazed by how the network of support here can hold so strong. For you, I am 

thankful. 

There is much I will miss when I move, but I also know that I am fortunate to be going into the 

open arms of family and friends, a new congregation full of support, and many new adventures 

in the States. Of course (particularly with the political landscape just now!) any prayers for this 

next step are appreciated, and know that you will be in my prayers also.  My intention is to write 

to you in Seeds occasionally and let you know about life as the pastor’s wife (I’ll never get used 

to being called that!), and I look forward to keeping up with AUC life also. For now, I leave you 

with one of my favourite short songs from South Africa. This was rooted firmly in my mind when I 

transitioned from Iona to Edinburgh and began my journey to find a new church home in 2012. 

That journey led me to AUC, and for that I am thankful! 

“Mayenziwe ‘ntando yakho. Your will be done on earth, O Lord.” (Xhosa and English) 

Lorna Bowry 

Exploring Church Membership 

On Sun 26th March from 2pm until 5pm, Rev Fiona Bennett will be offering a condensed version 

of our membership course. It’s aimed at those interested in becoming full or associate members 

and for current members who would like to refresh their membership, but is open to anyone. This 

afternoon’s exploration offers opportunities to listen to each other, to speakers, to our own 

experience and reflect on what it means to be: a member of Christ’s Church, a member of the 

URC and a member of AUC. For further information please contact the Minister at 

minister.auc@gmail.com. The course will also run in the Autumn.  
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Can You Spare the 

Price of a Cuppa? 
“Man shall not live on bread alone” 

“What about coffee Lord?  I can survive a 

whole shift at work on a flat white!” 

“...” 
 

S o, I'm giving up caffeine 

for Lent to raise money 

for Tearfund's work in 

bringing clean water to 

millions around the world.  I 

will drink no tea, not black, 

nor white, nor green (my 

favourite!) from now until 

Lent is over. As for coffee, 

well...I have to admit my 

main vice is my morning 

‘Cup of Joe’ and that I 

don’t think I can give that up… straightaway 

that is! I have been advised by both parents 

and medical professionals that going “cold 

turkey” and cutting coffee out altogether is not 

advisable. It is better to cut down gradually. So 

over the first week of Lent, I will be phasing out 

my coffee intake, first by going decaf and 

decreasing the strength, before cutting it out 

entirely. 
 

Why not join me by missing out on at least one 

cup of tea or coffee - filter or flat white, your 

choice - and donating the money to Tearfund 

instead. You can donate via my Just Giving 

page (details overleaf) or see me in person. 

Every £7 I raise can give one more person 

access to clean water near their home. 

Together, we can change the world for those 

lacking life’s basic essentials! (That’s the price 

of just two large lattes at Starbucks!!) 
 

Here’s one story from Tearfund of lives 

transformed:  
 

“Teenage sisters, Doreen and Jouvlett, live in 

Uganda. Nearly 900 million people across the 

globe lack access to clean water. And for a 

long time, these sisters were among that 

number. 
 

“To collect water for the family, the girls faced 

an extraordinary trek down and then back up 

a secluded mountain path. Not only did this put 

them at risk of violent attack, it meant 

they missed hours of school. 

The Local Church 

Lenten Series 2017 

Living in an age of hypocracy, creating tools 

for the climate-conscious Christian. A series on 

sustainability, the earth, and a God-centred 

commitment to action. 

We invite you to join us for a whirlwind journey 

through individual, organisational and political 

action addressing climate change. Based in 

sharing personal experience, group and 

individual activities, we will take inspiration 

from Matthew 5:38-42, contextualised by 

Walter Wink, to see what God has to share 

with us on engagement with our world. Even 

as we engage with Christian scripture, we 

want everyone to feel welcome to participate 

as we are focusing on a non-exclusive view of 

faith and God in the world.  

The Series will be led by Elizabeth Bay, an 

associate member of Augustine and a current 

PhD student in Chemical Engineering for 

CO2 Utilisation. 

Where: AUC 

When: 7.30pm-9pm on Wednesdays 8th, 15th, 

22nd and 29th March. (Doors are open 7pm). 

This will be an inclusive ecumenical space 

where all are welcome, including all faiths and 

none.  

To find out more please contact: Rachel at 

administrator@augustine.org.uk 
5> 
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W hen Our Tribe met in February, those 

gathered were led in a discussion on 

what the Bible says about gender and 

sexual diversity by the Rev Kate Harford, the 

ecumenical chaplain at Oxford Brookes 

University and Metropolitan Community 

Church clergy.  

U p next at Our Tribe, the meeting on 

Saturday 25th March will be focused on 

Earth Hour, which just also happens to be 

that evening! (Isn’t it handy when a plan 

comes together?!)  

Earth Hour is an annual global celebration 

and show of solidarity with WWF’s aims to 

support the future of our planet. Our Tribe 

will be marking the occasion in a rather 

exciting fashion with, so I here, the 

opportunity to make and eat from some 

biodegradable plates among other things. 

Come along on the night to find out more!  

 

Edinburgh Churches Together AGM 

EVERYONE WELCOME  

Wednesday 15th March 2017  

7:00-8:00pm 

City of Edinburgh Methodist Church  

25 Nicolson Square, Edinburgh, EH8 9BX 

For more information, contact: 

nicola.robinson.ect@gmail.com 

Correction 

W hen I wrote last month’s article taking up 

the mantle from Tamsin, I mentioned that 

there would undoubtedly be mistakes as I get to 

grips with the task. It didn’t take long for me to 

prove myself correct!  

With apologies to Ben, the full list of members of 

the Church Council is:  

Alex Peden, Ben Forsyth, Della Morris, Doris 

Caldwell, Rev Fiona Bennett, Harriet Davidson, Ivy 

Ng, Kathleen Ziffo, Rev Maxwell Reay, Nicola 

Robinson, Stephen Hoare and Tom Murray. 

 

Eilidh Carmichael 

 

“Today, the girls are free from this ordeal thanks 

to a rainwater harvesting system built in their 

village with Tearfund’s help. But millions more 

remain at risk.”  

  

I am really looking forward to being a part of 

transformation in the lives of people like Doreen 

and Jouvlett all around the world, from Uganda 

to Haiti. To celebrate completing my challenge 

not only am I going to enjoy a clean pair of 

kidneys, but I am going to attempt a round 

cycle trip from my home in Edinburgh to the 

Falkirk Wheel and back. (I may just see if anyone 

will sponsor me for this too.) Anyone who wants 

can join me for a picnic at the Wheel or even a 

cycle is more than welcome! 
 

You can follow my progress online using the 

hashtags #CaffeineFreeLent and 

#DirtFreeWater on the following platforms: 

• Instagram: /kurtybaines08 

• Twitter: @RIPMattB(Don't worry it's just my 

handle; I am fairly optimistic about my 

chances!) 

• Facebook: /mbaines81 

 

And don’t forget to donate at:  

www.justgiving.com/fundraising/matts-caffeine-

free-lent 
Matt Baines 

mailto:nicola.robinson.ect@gmail.com
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C harles (Charlie) Somerville was born on 

the 2nd January 1925 at Netherby, 

Eskbank. Charlie’s family moved full time to 

the “Big House” in Carcant in 1936. Carcant 

was in the parish of Heriot, about 15 miles 

from Dalkeith, but seemingly remote from 

urban life.  

  

Turning 18 in 1943, Charlie volunteered for the 

army and trained at Sandhurst. He rarely 

talked about his time in the war, hating any 

possibility of it being glorified. He was formally 

demobbed in November 

1947. 

 

Charles started a business 

degree at Edinburgh 

University in parallel with 

starting work at the family 

firm, George Gibsons. While 

there, he met Meredyth 

Lawrence at the University’s 

Classical Music Society 

outings to Usher Hall 

concerts performed by the 

Scottish National Orchestra 

(where they sat in the 

“back row of the gods”). 

These trips were followed 

by coffee with the crowd in 

Tollcross. It took a long time 

to convince Meredyth he 

was interested in her. He 

walked her home to her 

digs and proposed under a 

lamppost in Bruntsfield. 

They married in Crowborough on the 29th July 

1950 and remained happily married for over 

66 years.  

 

Shortly after, Charlie was posted by Gibsons 

to Antwerp, seconded to an associate 

company called Buton – Antwerp having 

been heavily bombed during the war. For 

Charlie and Meredyth it was a tough time 

and after about 18 months, when his father 

was due to retire, they returned to Edinburgh. 

At this point Charlie was made a Director. 

Charlie and Meredyth found a top flat in 

Lauder Road and Robert and Elspeth were 

born. Later, they found the wherewithal to 

buy a large dilapidated house at 33 Canaan 

Lane. Three more children soon followed: 

Hugh, Andrew and Mary.  

 

At home, he spent time with the family; he 

was good at listening to teenagers. He read 

widely – literature, poetry, theology, Scottish 

history and culture. He relaxed by painting or 

whittling sculptures from recycled wood – a 

hobby he took up for relaxation when the 

children were small. For his 90th birthday the 

family compiled a portfolio of his art work 

(over a 100 pieces). It astonished us with the 

depth and variety of style 

and subject. Dawn Poyser 

commented that it was 

“like opening a window into 

his soul” as many of his life’s 

interests and experiences 

were represented. 

 

Charlie had a strong 

interest in politics; he 

believed in the nations 

coming closer together in 

friendship and strongly 

supported the UK joining 

the Common Market, as it 

was then. The hymn ‘For the 

Healing of the Nations’ was 

very meaningful to him – 

sentiments much needed 

today too. He was also very 

involved, with Canon 

Kenyon Wright and others, 

in the Scottish Constitutional 

Convention. 

 

However, Charlie was never happier than 

when at Carcant. He had a love and 

knowledge of nature and a care for the 

environment. It was a place where he could 

visit his mother and sisters and gather 

together with the wider Somerville family. For 

many years, as Black Pete (a retired pirate) 

Grandpa Charlie set a treasure hunt across 

the moors of Carcant for his grandchildren at 

New Year. Fun, poetic clues were written on 

parchment. The treasure was “real gold” – 

chocolate coins and pound coins with each 

grandchild’s name on them. Carcant was a 

place where Charlie could relax from the 

rigors of a very busy work schedule. 

Charles Somerville 1925-2017 
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In the 1950s Gibsons ran both ‘liner’ diesel and 

‘tramp’ ships between the east of Scotland 

and the Low Countries. Along with a Dutch 

partner company, Charlie started one of the 

first container services called MacVan. He 

travelled several days a week to London, the 

Netherlands and Belgium. He also started 

MacGas – Liquid Petroleum Gas and Ethylene 

tankers – and was proud they ensured much 

higher safety standards for gas tankers than 

for oil tankers. Later they combined with firms 

from the Netherlands, Norway and Germany 

to form Unigas. 

 

He was involved with Leith Nautical College, 

where we believe he lectured on safety, and 

with the National Dock Labour Board, where 

he negotiated better working conditions for 

dockers. His children picked up his 

involvement with fair pay and formally 

petitioned him for a pocket money increase 

in a formal letter addressed to “The Secretary, 

Somerville Family Pocket Money Association”. 

Charlie discussed their request with a union 

official and replied formally “I would remind 

you that the aim of Mr Maudling’s budget 

was expansion not inflation”. Instead he 

offered a much more modest increase.  

 

During the takeover of George Gibsons by 

Runcimans, he took early retirement. He had 

said, if redundancies were needed, those at 

the top should be first to go to save the jobs 

of some less well-paid: and so he went. He 

ended his time at Gibsons and Unigas as 

Managing Director and part ship-owner. 

 

Charlie was a significantly proactive layman 

on the Scottish church scene, always trying to 

be ecumenical, progressive and relevant to 

public life. Charlie was admitted as a 

member of Augustine-Bristo Congregational 

Church in November 1949 and gave years of 

service to this church. He was secretary from 

the 1950s to 1970s and also served at various 

times as President, Deacon, Elder, Junior 

Church teacher and Treasurer. Charlie also 

sang in the choir and had a beautiful light 

bass voice.  

 

In addition, Charlie served as President of the 

Scottish Congregational Union for 1989-90. 

During his tenure, Charlie and Meredyth 

travelled widely to member churches in 

Scotland preaching and generally 

encouraging the congregations. Charlie was 

also both Secretary and Chair of the 

Congregational College and always showed 

a strong interest and cared for the students.  

 

He was passionately ecumenical, attending 

early Kirk Weeks at Dunblane and supporting 

the Scottish Churches Council, which went on 

to become ACTS. He was a key member of 

the ACTS JPIC group (Dunblane's group on 

social, moral and public questions). Charlie 

was also a member of the ‘Forward Scotland’ 

movement in the late fifties. He and Caro 

Smyth organised the 1984 Gathering for 

Peace in Edinburgh (a response to the 

concern about the global political situation at 

the time), with around 250 participants from 

several countries.   

 

As a member of the Church of Scotland's 

Church & Nation Committee and its off-shoot 

the Society, Religion & Technology (SRT) 

project, Charlie convened the SRT working 

party on ‘Theological and Ethical 

Considerations of responsible land use in 

Scotland’. He edited their book ‘While the 

Earth Endures’ in 1986 and later also wrote 

and illustrated ‘Seeing Scotland from the 

Summit: sustainable development for 

Scotland after Rio’ in 1993.  

 

Charlie lived by his faith, his love of God and 

all creation, and his love for other people. In 

this he and Meredyth were absolutely united. 

He always went to the heart of the matter 

and realised long before most people that to 

care for others, particularly the poor, meant 

caring for the environment because they 

would be most affected by what came to be 

called climate change. He saw the need to 

respond to this challenge globally, nationally, 

locally and personally. This is seen in his 

involvement in the groups we have spoken 

about, his writings, his prayers, his sermons and 

most of all in the way he lived his life. 

 
Rev Fiona Bennett 

Charles Somerville 1925-2017 
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A Message from the URC Past Case Review 

W e have all made mistakes and we want to learn from those mistakes. People have been 

hurt by bullying or abuse in churches in the past. Things went wrong and people may be 

carrying the hurt inside them. We want to learn from the past and do better in the future. The Past 

Case Review is a way for the United Reformed Church to listen and to learn. 

We truly want to hear about any behaviour which may need challenging, or if you have been hurt 

in the past by anyone in the United Reformed Church. 

If anyone who has had any connection with your church wishes to share something that has 

happened to them within any United Reformed Church, we would ask them to get in touch with 

the Past Case Review team.  

We want our churches to be safer places, where people can grow without fear. 

Telephone:  020 7916 8682  

Website:  www.urc.org.uk/past-case-review  

Email:  pastcase.review@urc.org.uk  

Pastoral Care 

“…bearing with one another in love…” 

(Ephesians 4:2) 

A t AUC, we aim to provide a web of care which promotes growth in relationships and good 

spiritual/mental health, through both informal and formal contacts. 

I f you are looking for individual support please contact a minister: 

Rev Fiona Bennett (minister.auc@gmail.com) 

Rev Maxwell Reay (revmaxwell.auc@gmail.com) 

As well as offering 1:1 support in the setting which is most appropriate for you, they can link you 

with the pastoral visiting team which offers regular support to the housebound. 

Prayer requests are welcomed. They can be shared with the ministers either directly or via Rachel 

in the Church Office. 

I f you would like support due to a mental health issue, you would be welcome at the Mental 

Health Drop-in, held weekly on Tuesdays 10.30am-12pm in the Sanctuary (followed by a Time 

for Reflection). This is hosted by AUC and run by the NHS Lothian Spiritual Care team. Further 

details are available on the ’Tenants and Room Users’ noticeboard, or speak to Maxwell. 

(Full contact details for Fiona/Maxwell and the office are on the cover of Seeds) 

http://www.urc.org.uk/past-case-review
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Helplines: 

Trauma Counselling Line Scotland: 08088 02 04 06 (M-W 5-8pm; Th-F 9am-2pm;          

24/7 answerphone; www.survivorscotland.org.uk) 

LGBT Support: 0300 123 2523    Samaritans: 116 123 

Childline: 0800 1111     Silver Line: 0800 4 70 80 90 

Rape Crisis: 8088 010 302    Breathing Space: 0800 838587 

Edinburgh Crisis Centre: 0808 8010414 

 

Justice & Peace (C for L) CLMT 

Update—Were We There? 

L ent is a journey, a time for contemplation and prayer; for giving things up or perhaps taking things 
on; for breaking bad habits and forming new and better ones.  This year's Lenten resources from 

Christian Aid encourage us to think about our habits of consumption, and urge us to pursue ways to live 
that are kinder to the Earth and its people. 
 
Count your Blessings - When the floods came, when the war raged, when the establishment turned away  - 

were we there? Did we call for justice, stand in solidarity, pray for a practical peace, give what we could? 

You can download a series of daily reflections here caid.org.uk/lent, or follow the postings on the AUC 

facebook page, to journey together and pray, act or give as we are able to truly be there for our 

global neighbours.   

The Big Shift - In the February edition of 'Seeds', Fiona 
encouraged us to use the empowering light of Jesus to engage 
with the issue of climate change, and to help to preserve our 
wondrous God-given planet. This month, Christian Aid brings 
us an opportunity to do just that in the perhaps unlikely form 
of Prudence the Pig!  
 
The Big Shift campaign is asking our banks to 'Clean up our 

cash'.  Later this month, we will be offering an action to help 

decorate our Prudence Pig as a symbol of our collective call to 

our banks to invest more wisely. To meet the commitments of 

the Paris Agreement and stop the worst effects of climate change 

that hurt our global neighbours, we know that our habits have to 

change, and change fast. At present, the UK's biggest high street 

banks finance the extraction and burning of fossil fuels such as coal, 

oil and gas, all of which produce carbon pollution and fuel climate 

change. A low-carbon future will need investment in clean energy 

sources and new infrastructure. Together, we can demand the Big Shift and ensure our money reflects our 

love for God's extraordinary planet and its people. You can email individually here caid.org.uk/

bigshiftaction and/or take part at church.                                                                                       Harriet Davidson 

 

http://caid.org.uk/lent
http://caid.org.uk/bigshiftaction
http://caid.org.uk/bigshiftaction
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Potting the Pennies 

A s we all enjoy the luxury of a roof without leaks and improved audio visual facilities, Augustine 

folk will begin the essential task of rebuilding our exhausted Treasury for the future with our 

Gift Day on Sunday 5th March. We spent over £300,000 on repairs and improvements in 2016 and 

that will not be the last attention our facilities will need. 

One of the successes of our “ABC” fundraising were the penny pots which raise over £700 a year 

from people’s loose change. The original pots 

were made and decorated by Junior Church led 

by Peter Moir but they have now become worn 

out from frequent use. 

To coincide with the launch of our new fund 

raising campaign, Junior Church has been 

thinking about giving in the Bible story of a poor 

widow’s offering in Mark 13, v41. In addition to 

interviewing the Treasurer about where money 

comes from and where it is spent, Junior Church 

has made colourful pots as their first contribution. 

We hope that you will take a new pot with its 

slogan “Continuing Care for Augustine” and its logo emphasising that this is about both the 

building and the people, and fill it with coins. Maybe we can raise more than £700 a year as a 

contribution to the effort! 

Tom Murray 

Calling all musicians – singers and/or instrumentalists. 

 

B uilding on the talents evident in the church, Augustine is looking to develop regular musical 

contributions to our services. 

 

Initially we will be meeting at 10am on the 1st Sunday of each month, to rehearse the music for 

during that day's communion. 

 

Do come and join us!  For further information, speak to Karl Macrae.  

Music Group 
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Junior Church welcomes families in all their wonderful diversity. We do our best to offer a safe and 

nurturing space for families and their friends. We have varied activities each week, from storytelling, to 

crafts, games and video making. We have a crèche for little ones and baby changing facilities are 

available. We use materials to appeal to children’s different learning styles using the PowerXpress 

curriculum, and also use Godly Play (www.godlyplay.org.uk). 

 

Children at Augustine are welcome to receive communion and to fully participate in the life of the 

church. Children regularly help during services, and sometimes serve communion to the wider church 

community. 

 

Please feel free to contact us using the details on p.2 of Seeds if you have any questions.  

 March — Anointing Jesus 

 

W e have another topic to explore 

in March when we will hear the 

story of Mary of Bethany 

anointing Jesus.  

This will allow us to find out through 

storytelling, science and art about the 

practices of foot washing and 

anointing in Jesus' day and the family 

of Mary of Bethany.  

 

Image from www.godlyplay.org, 

Words from ‘The Good Shepherd 

and World Communion’ - The 

Complete Guide to Godly Play 

Volume 4, Jerome Berryman 

“This is the table of the Good 

Shepherd.  

 

Here is the bread and wine… 

 

Sometimes the people of the 

world come to this table, and…. 

 

even the children come.” 

Editor’s Handy Hint: Clocks change Sunday 26th March!  

Remember, ‘spring forward, fall back’, my friends :) 

http://www.godlyplayresources.com/data/shopcart7/image_db/GP 430 Good Shepherd World Communion- 2016.jpg
http://www.godlyplay.org
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AUC Worship Services at 11am on Sundays at AUC, 

George IV Bridge. 

(All events at AUC, unless otherwise stated. Later 

updates on website/notice sheet) 
Calendar 

Please note that the deadline for material for the April/May issue is Friday 24th March. 

You can send your material to newsletter.auc@gmail.com or via the church office. 

DISCLAIMER: Although we check all information in the newsletter, as ever with these things we can give no warranties as to accuracy or 

relevance and encourage active checking before you make any decisions. The views expressed in our newsletter are those of the 

individual contributor, they are not necessarily those of AUC or the editor. 


